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GUHA is a method of computerized generation of hypothe-
ses based on given data. GUHA stands for General Unary
Hypotheses Automaton. Its origin goes to mid-sixties of
XX century, original authors are P. Ha´jek, I. Havel and
M. Chytil [7]. The basic monograph on GUHA and its
theory is P. Ha´jek and T. Havra´nek [9]. With time the
method has undergone continuous development, both in its
theory and implementations.
The main principle of GUHA, formulated in [7] is to de-
scribe all the possible assertions which may be hypothe-
ses, to generate them in some optimal manner, to verify
each such assertion and to output those found interesting
(“interesting” meaning: supported by data and sufficiently
“strong”). “The function of GUHA is to offer hypotheses,
not to verify previously formulated hypotheses.”
This makes GUHA a method of exploratory data analysis
(as opposed to confirmatory data analysis); since the 90-ties
of the 20th century the term “data mining” has been in
use for such methods (mainly if they deal with very large
data sets, see [1, 2]). From the present point of view,
GUHA is a very early (and still developing) method of data
mining, which, unfortunately, has been rather unknown.
Here we describe GUHA very briefly, giving reference to
the literature and implementations.
The data to be processed can be represented as a rectangu-
lar matrix M whose rows correspond to some objects and
columns to some attributes. (For example, objects may be
patients and attributes are symptoms and diseases; or ob-
jects are bank transactions and attributes are various items
describing them as kind of loan etc. – note that this termi-
nology – transactions and items – is standard in the methods
of Agrawal et al.). The value in the ith row and jth column
is the value of jth attribute for the ith object. The value
may be binary (yes-no, coded by 1 and 0), integers or reals,
the “classical” case being the first. Missing values can be
handled.
Logic is used to code hypotheses. Give each attributes (ma-
trix column) a name (e.g. SEX ; AGE; : : : ). For any sub-
set X of the domain of an attribute P; P : X is the property
saying “the value of P is in X , e.g.
T EMPERATURE : ( 38ÆC):
If P is binary (e.g. HAS A CAR) then P stands for
P = YES and :P (negation) for P = NO. The formula
P : X is called a literal (atomic formula). You may form
conjunctions of literals, e.g. P1 : X1 & P3 : X3 & P7 : X7 is
a conjunction of three literals. The ith object satisfies this
conjunction if its value (in the ith row of the data matrix)
of P1 is in X1; value of P3 is in X3 and value P7 is in X7:
Such conjunctions describe composed properties of our
objects.
Hypotheses in GUHA (more precisely in its particular ver-
sion called GUHA-assoc) have, roughly, the form “proper-
ties j ; y are associated” (think, for example, of smoking
and cancer). We write j  y and here  denotes some no-
tion of association (logically speaking, a generalized quan-
tifier). j is called the antecedent and y the succedent of
the sentence (hypothesis) j  y :
The pair j ; y of properties and the given data matrix de-
termine four frequencies:
a = the number of objects satisfying both j and y ;
b = the number of objects satisfying j but not y ;
c = the number of objects satisfying y but not j ;
d = the number of objects satisfying neither j nor y :
This can be presented as a four-fold table
a b r
c d s
k l m
where r = a+b; s = c+d; k = a+ c; l = b+d (marginal
sums) and m = a+b+ c+d = r+ s = k+ l is the number
of objects in our data.
A quantifier (notion of association)  is given by a function
Tr

(a;b;c;d) associated with each four-fold table a;b;c;d
either 1 (yes) or 0 (no); the formula j  y is true in the
data if and only if for the four-fold table (a;b;c;d) of j ; y
we get Trsim)(a;b;c;d) = 1:
We shall give four examples of quantifiers used in GUHA
(those are not all quantifiers GUHA uses).
(1) Implicational (A) B says “Many A’s are B’s)”
FIMPL (founded almost-implication): It has value 1
when
a BASE and a
a+b  p
(BASE; p are parameters)
LIMPL (lower critical almost-implication): Parame-
ters BASE; p; a . It has value 1 when a BASE and
r
å
i=a

r
i

 pi  (1  p)r i  a :
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(2) Comparative associational (A  B says “B is rather
more frequent among A’s than among (:A)’s” (or,
if you want, “A makes B more plausible”.
SIMPLE (simple deviation): Parameters: BASE (in-
teger), K  1. It has value 1 when a  BASE and
a d > K b c: (Note that the second formula is equiv-
alent to
a
a+Kb >
c
c+d ):
Fisher quantifier: Parameters BASE; a . It has value 1
when a BASE , a d > b  c and
min(b;c)
å
i=0
(a+b)!(a+ c)!(b+d)!(c+d)!
m!(a+ i)!(b  i)!(c  i)!(d+ i)!  a :
In both groups, the first quantifier (FIMPL, SIMPLE) just
expresses an observation on frequencies in the data; the
second, more complicated, is a test of a statistical hypothe-
sis concerning probabilities in the unknown universe from
which our data are a sample. (High conditional probability
in the case of LIMPL, positive dependence in the case of
FISHER).
Note that the GUHA theory has a notion of associational
and implicational quantifiers; FIMPL and LIMPL are ex-
amples of implicational quantifiers whereas SIMPLE and
FISHER are examples of associational quantifiers that are
not implicational (conversely, each implicational quantifier
is associational). We do not go into any details; see [9]
for this theory.
Let us also mention that FIMPL is almost the same no-
tion of association as what Agrawal and his school calls
“association rule”, reinventing in fact our FIMPL (the
only difference is that our BASE gives a lower bound
for a whereas his “support” gives a lower bound to a=m,
where m is the number of objects). Also note that examples
of other quantifiers are found in [9] and in the papers by
Rauch [21–25].
Now we shortly describe a GUHA procedure ASSOC work-
ing with associational quantifiers. The application of the
procedure takes place in three steps:
 preprocessing – input of the data matrix and param-
eters determining syntactic form of antecedents and
succedents to be generated (e.g. maximal length of
conjunctions, attributes allowed to occur only in an-
tecedents, in the succedents; choice of the quantifier
used and its parameters etc.); preparing the internal
representation of the data matrix in a form suitable
for quick generation and evaluation of hypotheses;
 kernel – generating and evaluating hypotheses; a sys-
tem of “interesting” ones is produced;
 postprocessing – browsing in the hypotheses found
and their interpretation; sorting, reordering etc.
There have been several implementations in the history of
GUHA; but the reader will agree that implementations get
obsolete very quickly. There is a working implementation
for PC [15] and two present implementations under Win-
dows, freely available: GUHA+- and 4ft-Miner [28, 29].
The references below contain a selection of works devoted
to GUHA theory and selected applications. Don’t overlook
the fact that the basic monograph on GUHA theory, [9] is
now freely available on the web [10].
The antiquity of GUHA is not the most important thing;
more important is the fact that the theory developed for
GUHA is also presently useful and inspirative for data min-
ing. One can hope that it will become more broadly known
in the future.
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